Background Prior estimates suggest that up to 40 % of the US general population (GP) report symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). However, symptoms in the GP versus patients seeking care for gastrointestinal (GI) complaints have not been compared. We estimated the prevalence and severity of GERD symptoms in the GP versus GI patients, and identified predictors of GERD severity. We hypothesized that similar to functional GI disorders, psychosocial factors would predict symptom severity in GERD as much, or perhaps more, than careseeking behavior alone. Methods We compared the prevalence of heartburn and regurgitation between a sample from the US GP and patients seeking GI specialty care. We compared GERD severity between groups using the NIH PROMIS Ò GERD scale. We then performed multivariable regression to identify predictors of GERD severity.
Introduction
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is associated with impaired health-related quality of life and substantial resource utilization [1, 2] . The prevalence of reflux symptoms is steadily rising throughout the industrialized world [3] . An estimated 20-40 % of Western adult populations report chronic heartburn or regurgitation symptoms [4] [5] [6] [7] , although fewer meet formal diagnostic criteria for GERD [8] . Over nine million primary care visits are attributed to GERD annually; it remains the most common gastroenterology-related outpatient diagnosis [9] . GERD is associated with increased reports of restricted activity and missed work, imposing a financial burden for both healthcare systems and employers alike [10] .
Although previous research evaluated GERD epidemiology in the general population (GP) [11] and patient population [12] , respectively, no study has compared the prevalence or severity of GERD symptoms between these groups. Because care-seekers are a subset of the larger population, we might expect that patients have more frequent, severe, or bothersome symptoms than people in the GP. However, little is known about the differences between groups or what drives care-seeking behavior in the first place-not only for GERD symptoms, but for other chronic gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms as well.
Previous research has explored aspects of care seeking and resource utilization in GERD. For example, a French study compared patients with weekly versus less frequent symptoms and found that patients with weekly GERD perceived their symptoms to be more severe and had greater healthcare utilization [13] . Even subjects with infrequent GERD often experienced substantial impact on their daily activities and sought medical advice, suggesting that factors beyond symptom frequency may drive the GERD illness experience [13] . However, less is known about the role of psychosocial factors and care seeking in GERD. Although psychosocial factors are associated with healthcare seeking in irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) [14] and dyspepsia [15] , their role in GERD remains unclear.
In this study, we sought to describe the prevalence and severity of GERD symptoms in a representative US GP sample versus a broad range of patients seeking GI subspecialty care. Furthermore, we identified predictors of symptom severity and hypothesized that similar to functional GI disorders (FGIDs), psychosocial factors would predict symptom severity in GERD as much, or perhaps more, than care-seeking behavior alone.
Methods

Study Overview
To study the prevalence and severity of GERD symptoms in the GP and those seeking care for GI disorders, we conducted a cross-sectional online survey using items developed for the NIH Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS Ò ; www.nihPRO MIS.org) [16, 17] . PROMIS is a federally supported NIH Roadmap Initiative that developed patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures across the breadth and depth of disease, including GI disorders. The PROMIS GI item banks cover 8 broad symptom categories, one of which is GERD [17, 18] . The PROMIS GERD items measure the frequency, severity, impact, and bother of cardinal GERD symptoms, including heartburn and regurgitation, using a seven-day recall period. The scales correlate significantly with both generic (e.g., Euro-QOL, SF12) and diseasetargeted legacy instruments (e.g., Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale [GSRS] ) and demonstrate evidence of reliability [18] . In addition to NIH PROMIS items, we collected demographic and clinical information about each subject and administered the PROMIS Global Health items, the Visceral Sensitivity Index (VSI) [19, 20] , SF-12 Ò health survey, and the GI Symptoms Rating Scale (GSRS) [21] .
Selection of Patients
We recruited a diverse group of participants from outpatient clinical practices and national cohorts seeking care at university, community, and Veteran Affairs institutions. We invited patients seeking care at these outpatient clinics for an active GI symptom of any kind, including, but not limited to, GERD symptoms. Our sample included patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) seeking care at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, a tertiary center in Los Angeles; patients with GI symptoms from systemic sclerosis seeking care at a specialty clinic at the University of Michigan; patients with FGIDs seeking care at a specialty clinic at the University of California Los Angeles; and patients with diverse GI conditions seeking care at a general GI clinic at the West Los Angeles Veterans Administration Medical Center. In addition, we partnered with the International Foundation for Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders (IFFGD) to survey a cohort of patients with diverse FGIDs enrolled in IFFGD mailing lists. All patients were invited to complete the confidential online survey instrument, administered by Survey Monkey software (www.surveymonkey.com). Patients without Internet access could request paper surveys sent to their home, or completed in clinic, as needed. Patients were excluded from participation if they failed to provide informed consent or if they had cognitive impairment that would interfere with participation.
Selection of Controls
In addition to GI patient recruitment, Cint Ò (www.cint. com), a survey research firm, recruited a sample of individuals representative of the GP in terms of gender, ethnicity, race, geographic location, and education level based on the 2010 census. Subjects were required to be 18 years of age or older and able to read English; there were no other exclusion criteria applied to the GP sample. Measuring GERD Prevalence and Severity
We measured heartburn and regurgitation prevalence with items developed under the guidelines [22] of the NIH PROMIS consortium. Figure 1 shows the items and their scoring, each using a seven-day recall period. For the current study, we marked a respondent as positive for heartburn if they endorsed at least rare heartburn over the past week, and positive for regurgitation if they experienced at least one day of regurgitation over the past week. In addition to measuring the prevalence of heartburn and regurgitation, we measured overall GERD symptom severity using the NIH PROMIS GERD scale [17, 18] . The NIH PROMIS GERD scale includes 13 items that assess cardinal GERD symptoms, including heartburn frequency, heartburn severity, heartburn bother, throatburn frequency, regurgitation frequency, regurgitation bother, ''wet burp'' frequency, and nighttime awakenings from regurgitation (see Fig. 1 for all items). These items were developed by the NIH PROMIS consortium based on 3 focus groups of 28 subjects with GERD, and were refined based on cognitive interviews.
The final 13-item GERD score was derived from a larger sample of 45 GERD items in the full NIH PROMIS item bank using a series of analyses to capture the most clinically valid and quantitatively efficient subset that would replicate the larger sample of items. As with all NIH PROMIS scales, the PROMIS GERD scale uses item response theory (IRT) to calculate scores on a T-metric [16, 18] ranging from 1 to 100 points, with 50 representing the mean score in the GP sample. Each 10-point interval corresponds with a standard deviation (SD) change from the mean. For example, a PROMIS GERD score of 60 is 1 SD above the population mean of 50. Validation of the PROMIS GERD scale revealed that is significantly correlates with the GSRS reflux subscale, VSI, EQ-5D preference-based score, and SF-12 physical and mental health component summary scores (PCS and MCS), and therefore has excellent construct validity (Table 1) [18] .
Statistical Analysis
We calculated descriptive statistics for demographic characteristics of the GP subjects and GI patients, including age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, marital status, and employment. We performed chi-square testing for binary variables, and Student's t tests for continuous variables. Chi square was used to compare the prevalence of heartburn and regurgitation between the GP and GI groups. We then used ANOVA to compare PROMIS GERD scores among 3 groups: (1) GP sample; (2) all GI patients combined; and (3) the subgroup of GI patients specifically seeking care for GERD (in contrast to other GI conditions). Post hoc tests were used to examine the source of mean differences when the overall ANOVA F test was statistically significant.
We then performed multivariable linear regression analysis to identify correlates of GERD symptom severity, including patient status, underlying GI condition, and demographic characteristics. For these analyses, we used all subjects in both patient and GP samples. In all tests, we considered a P value of less than 0.05 significant. We performed all statistical analyses with SAS statistical software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). This study 
Results
Patient Characteristics and Descriptive Statistics
We recruited 707 patients and 1,107 GP to complete the online survey. Table 2 presents the demographic characteristics of both samples. There was no significant difference in age or gender, but there were significant differences in race/ethnicity, education, marital status, and employment status, as noted in the table. Of the 707 GI patients, 98 sought care specifically for GERD. Other prevalent diseases included combined FGIDs (N = 250), IBD (N = 212), and systemic sclerosis (N = 167).
Prevalence and Severity of Heartburn and Regurgitation
There was no difference between the prevalence of heartburn in the past 7 days in the patient versus GP samples (59 vs. 59 %). However, regurgitation was more prevalent in patients than the GP in a bivariate analysis (46 vs. 39 %; p = 0.004). Among those reporting any heartburn or regurgitation in the past week, we found no difference in PROMIS GERD scores between the symptom-reporting GP (N = 759) versus GI patients (N = 410) (mean 54.6 ± 8.6 and 54.1 ± 7.9, respectively). Among the subset of GI patients specifically seeking care for GERD (N = 98), severity was higher in the GERD versus non-GERD subjects (mean 58.6 ± 8.2 and 54.1 ± 7.9, respectively).
Correlates of GERD Symptom Severity
We performed multivariable regression adjusting for demographics, patient status, GI condition (among patients), and VSI scores. Figure 2 illustrates the adjusted analysis identifying correlates of GERD symptom severity. Using the median split of VSI scores, those with high visceral anxiety had higher adjusted GERD severity compared with those with low visceral anxiety (0.72 SD above mean, p \ 0.001). Respondents who were divorced or separated also had higher severity compared with those who were married (0.18 SD above mean, p B 0.006). Conversely, patients diagnosed with IBS or IBD who also reported GERD symptoms had a significantly lower GERD severity scores (0.25 SD below mean, and 0.53 SD below mean, respectively (p \ 0.009 and p \ 0.001)). Patients specifically seeking care for GERD had 0.25 SD higher severity than others (p = 0.004). All variables being equal, high visceral anxiety had a larger effect on symptom severity than being a GERD patient alone (z score scale 0.42 and 0.08, respectively).
Discussion
We found GERD symptoms were highly prevalent in the GP with over fifty percent reporting heartburn and onethird reporting regurgitation within the last week. Little is known, however, about the differences between GERD reporting in the GP versus GI care-seeking patients. We found that heartburn was equally prevalent in the two groups, while regurgitation was more common in the patient population. As expected, patients seeking care specifically for GERD had higher overall GERD symptom severity. However, visceral anxiety had the greatest impact on symptom severity. This suggests that factors other than symptoms, including GI-related cognitions or emotions, may drive care seeking for some patients with GERD symptoms.
Although psychosocial distress is often described in the context of FGIDs [23] , such as IBS, data reveal that many GERD patients also experience concurrent psychological symptoms. For example, Baker and colleagues administered psychological assessments to GERD patients and compared them with age-matched controls. While most GERD patients had similar levels of psychological distress as controls, a subset had higher depression, somatization, and symptom-related distress [24] . Although research in FGIDs demonstrates that psychological distress is related to higher resource utilization and care seeking, this has not been studied in GERD.
In this study, we focused on visceral anxiety [19] as a potential factor associated with care seeking in GERD. Originally developed for use in FGIDs, visceral anxiety refers to a form of anxiety that contributes to distress related to GI symptoms in some patients [19, 20] . Visceral anxiety is marked by exaggerated emotional and behavioral responses arising from fear and concerns about GI sensations and their contexts [19, 20] . Symptom-related contexts include situations involving food and eating, such as restaurants or parties, or contexts that could trigger symptoms, such as sleep for some patients with GERD. GI symptomspecific anxiety includes hypervigilance, fear, worry, and avoidance of GI contexts.
In collaboration with our colleagues, members of our group previously developed a questionnaire to assess GIspecific anxiety-the Visceral Sensitivity Index (VSI), used in the current study [19, 20] .Applying the VSI to
diverse subjects with GERD symptoms, we found that those with higher visceral anxiety also had higher adjusted GERD severity versus those with lower visceral anxiety. Of note, the VSI does not contain any GERD-specific items and was originally developed for IBS rather than GERD; thus, correlations between VSI and GERD symptoms were not assured or necessarily expected. Nonetheless, the relationship between VSI and GERD severity was strong and independent (1.5 SD above the mean between high vs. low VSI; p \ 0.0001). Beyond VSI scores, demographic factors were also independently associated with higher GERD severity. Being divorced or separated was associated with higher GERD severity compared with those who are married. We are not aware of previous research identifying familial or social determinants of symptom severity in GERD, although research in FGIDs has shown that social support systems can impact symptom reporting and overall severity [25, 26] . Our study cannot explain the mechanism between marital status and GERD severity, although we conjecture that being divorced or separated is a surrogate for psychological distress, which itself may amplify symptom reporting in GERD [27] as may occur in FGIDs. Coupled with the finding that VSI scores determine GERD symptom reporting, these findings remind us to consider the full biopsychosocial context of an illness in lieu of focusing principally on symptom reporting [26] . Although this model is well established in IBS and other FGIDs, it is less established in GERD.
We also found that having concurrent IBS or IBD was a negative predictor of GERD severity among subjects reporting heartburn and regurgitation. Our study is not designed to unpack this relationship, but it may be possible that IBS and IBD patients are focused more on abdominal symptoms than GERD symptoms. In relation to chronic abdominal pain, bloating, diarrhea, or constipation, GERD symptoms might be relatively less troubling, and therefore rated at a lower severity in patients with active IBS or IBD. However, this remains untested and points to the importance of understanding the hierarchy of symptoms in patients with comorbid conditions.
Our results yielded a higher prevalence of heartburn and regurgitation symptoms in the GP than previously estimated for Western populations. It is difficult to compare the prevalence of GERD between studies as a consistent definition of the disease is lacking [28] . We specifically evaluated symptom prevalence rather than formal diagnoses of GERD, although we included a subgroup specifically seeking care for GERD. The studies that employed a similar definition of at least weekly heartburn or regurgitation found prevalence rates between 10 and 30 % [11, 29, 30] , but these data were compiled between 10 and 20 years ago. El-Serag et al. [3] used these same studies in a regression analysis that revealed an increasing trend in the prevalence of GERD between 1982 and 2005 (p \ 0.001) that appears to be accelerating; our results may simply reflect this epidemiological trend. Additional indirect evidence of risking GERD prevalence is reflected in the increase in complications of reflux disease over time [31, 32] . Higher body mass indices [33] and additional comorbidities may also be contributing factors although not specifically evaluated in our study.
The findings of our study must be interpreted in the context of the design. First, it is possible that bona fide GI patients exist among our randomly selected subjects from the GP. However, we would expect their prevalence to be in proportion to the GP, albeit the subset of the GP that participates in health-related surveys. In contrast, our patient group consisted only of GI care-seeking patients, with a subset specifically seeking care for GERD. Fig. 2 Independent predictors of GERD symptom severity. This figure shows differences in NIH PROMIS GERD scores between those with versus without the variable of interest, after controlling for other factors. In this figure, the X-axis represents the mean score. Every 10 units on the PROMIS scale equal one standard deviation from the mean Therefore, rare GI patients in the GP sample are unlikely to substantially alter the comparative results. Second, GERD patients presenting to subspecialty clinics may have higher visceral anxiety and symptom severity than patients in community-based clinics. Third, we were unable to capture specific details regarding therapeutic regimens, i.e., proton pump inhibitor (PPI) versus H2 blocker, although it is unclear whether adjusting for PPI exposure would modify the relationship between visceral anxiety and symptom severity. Moreover, many subjects presenting to our specialty clinics are already receiving PPI therapy from primary care. In fact, many patients have already failed PPI therapy, or only achieved partial response, suggesting the possibility of underlying functional heartburn in some patients; however, we do not have those data. Fourth, we did not investigate why patients in this sample reported more regurgitation than the general population. One explanation is that patients in this study may have experienced significant acid exposure given their likely poor response to PPI therapy in primary care. Fifth, we did not collect pH-metry or impedance data in our patient sample, and therefore cannot comment on mechanistic difference among patients or subgroups. Finally, as a cross-sectional study, we could only discuss associations between symptom severity, visceral anxiety, and demographic data rather than assert causation.
In conclusion, GERD symptoms are highly prevalent in the GP. While GERD symptom severity is highest among patients specifically seeking care for GERD (in contrast to the GP or other GI patients), visceral anxiety, marital and educational status, and GI comorbidities also play a significant role. The biopsychosocial model can be used in the clinical setting to help frame the GERD illness experience as in FGIDs. Our findings suggest that GERD patients may benefit from visceral anxiety screening to complement traditional medical therapy. Further prospective analysis is needed to confirm these findings in GERD and to test the incremental benefit of a biopsychosocial approach in GERD, similar to its documented benefit in FGIDs.
